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Living in the aftermath of a worldwide earthquake, the Young Trib Force find themselves in a more

difficult position than ever before. As the world faces another deadly judgment from God, Juddâ€™s

life is changed forever. In Illinois, the others in the Young Trib Force have their worst fears realized

as the Global Community sets in motion a plan to trap believers. When GC forces raid the

schoolhouse, the Young Trib Force must keep out of danger while still getting the message of God

out to anyone who will listen. Will they make it?The events in Shaken parallel those that occur in the

bestselling book Assassins.
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This time the 6th trumpet judgement, the demonic horsemen are around. I donÃ¢Â€Â™t consider

this to be quite as interesting as the 5th one, but itÃ¢Â€Â™s very exciting. With these plagues, the

authors often take advantage of the fact that the believers are safe, and only the enemies are in

danger. I wonÃ¢Â€Â™t give away the details, but I also really like the unique way that one of the

stubborn characters finally becomes a believer.Like in the main series, the authors somehow make

the mistake of how many people are left. In this book they reach the halfway point of the tribulation,

and say that the worldÃ¢Â€Â™s population is half what it was at the start. But it will actually be a lot

less than that by this point. The Bible says that a quarter of the worldÃ¢Â€Â™s population will be

killed from the great war early in the tribulation, and a third during the 6th trumpet judgment. Do the

math and these 2 plagues alone will have killed half the worldÃ¢Â€Â™s population. If these were the

only two plagues, the authors would be right, but there are many other plagues in between. The

Bible doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t say how many people will be killed in any of these, but it will obviously be a lot

(except for the 5th trumpet judgment in which none will be killed). I honestly cannot understand how

the authors could get this wrong. But I guess itÃ¢Â€Â™s not that big of a deal.

This series is a GREAT one for adults as well as kids! Read the first book and you are hooked all

the way to the end. I would really recommend everyone to read this series. As it is written from the

kids perspective it really has a different perspective on the Left Behind Series. I have just begun

reading it again for the second time.

Im am reading this series for the second time and I love them! The first time through though I

compared the bible verses to what said in the book to make sure the authors weren't just making

stuff up. These books are very incitefull as to what is coming when Jesus raptures his church. Very

scary stuff. This series is a must read for everyone Christian and nonchristian alike.

The tension mounts. The prophesies are becoming filled in fantastic ways. We don't rear know how

these Biblical prophesies will be fulfilled, but it is so fascinating to read these books and get Aran

idea how it could.

great books!



Love the series...lost book seven and was glad to be able to get it right away on my kindle

I love the Biblical accuracy blended with an exciting, easy read end times story. The characters are

experencing life as christians in a society that wants to eliminate them.

Wow great read. Would recommend anyone of all ages to read the series. Great companion

collection to the original left behind series
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